Jan A.P. Kaczmarek for Caelestis
London 27.11.12
Dear Ladies & Gentleman,
Although, Jan A.P. Kaczmarek - the Oscar winning composer of the music of the
film ”Finding Neverland” is unfortunately not able to attend this pre-auction
cocktail, he wishes us the best success with the first charity auction sale of
Cælestis for the benefit of the WWF UK.
As the Cælestis project is close to his heart he wrote a testimony on the first label
of Cælestis “Pure wine brings great inspiration to my music”. Such inspiration
is the very special piece of music donated to Cælestis – “Cælestis Impromptu”
which you will hear before the auction begins.
Also, Jan realized the premiere of the new bio-dynamic wine Cælestis on the 16th
of August as it was presented for the first time in Poland during the opening dinner
to the Poznan International Film & Music Festival TRANSATLANTYK Culinary
Cinema which is part of the section of cinema which originated from Berlinale –
The Berlin International Film Festival.

Furthermore, because Culinary Cinema focuses on slow food and organic food,
Jan as a person committed, as we are, to the environmental issues associated
with the wine production and consumption, initiated the first official
“TRANSATLANTYK” bio-dynamic wines from Bordeaux with the festival poster on
the red wine and the TRANSATLANTYK logo on the white wine labels.
He hopes that we will all enjoy his wine during this cocktail to successfully launch
the first auction of Cælestis for the benefit of the WWF UK.
As a founder and director of the Poznan TRANSATLANTYK International Film & Music
Festival which is a new artistic platform aimed at building a stronger relationship between
society, art and the environment through music and movies which strive to inspire
discussions on current social issues, Jan will continue to support environmental causes
via Transatlantyk Eco Cinema - Films drawing attention to the important places of the
green planet, concerning subjects such as alternative energy sources, eco engineering or
nanotechnology, and also through Transatlantyk Glocal*…
* GLOCAL -... local in actions and identity, while at the same time global in terms of understanding the
consequences and context of its actions: http://www.transatlantyk.org/en/

